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Generation of Triangular Wave Using GCS Ampl ifier
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(Received June 15, 1967)

   This paper presents a method of generating an ultra low frequency triangular signal

with the aid of switched mode amplifier having the logarithmic characteristics between

the input signal andthe average value of output voltage. The exponential signal of low

frequency is converted into the triangular signal of high power owing to the amplifica-

tion characteristics of switched mode amplifier.

   Since the switched mode amplifier, in general, shows its excellent ability in a low

frequency region, the method presented in this paper is suitable for the generation of

that frequency region.

   In the first place of this paper, the principles of nonlinear waveform conversion with

GCS amplifier are described.

   And the frequency analysis of the output'signal is studied together with the experi-

mental results. The estimation of the output triangular signal is discussed.

                               1. Introduction

    Several methods of generating a triangular signal have been reported. Most of them

are based on,the princip!es of integrating a rectangular wavefbrm. The integrating

method may use only the linear part of the exponential signal which is the integrated

waveform of a rectangular waveform and its oscillating frequency comes up to about

10-3 (cls) at the utmost. It comes to the dithcult of the construction of the system to

generate a triangular signal in a lower frequency region.

    This paper deals with the system of waveform conversion which converts an ex-

ponential signal into a triangular signal by repeating leading edge modulation and trailing

edge one of switched mode amplifier. The exponential waveform is g.mployed as the
specified bias vo!tage and the input signal of the switched mode ampliher.

    This is an effective method generating a lower frequency triangular signal by making

fu11 use of the exponentia! signal to the extent of nonlinear part.

    Since GCS is emp!oyed as the switching element, the generation of high power output

signal can be performed.

                    2. Basic operation of GCS amplifier

    The basic diagram of GCS amplifier is shown in Fig. 1, in which GCS and the

load with a smoothing filter are connected in series with D.C. anode source voltage. In

order to keep the normal operation of GCS amplifier, a diode is connected in paralell
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with the filter. On the other hand, the gate circuit is so designed that it may produce

the gating signal to keep the switch "on" or "off" condition according to the positive

or negative value of the resultant voltage of specified bias and input signal. GCS turns

on at the instant that the resultant voltage of specified bias voltage having the integrated

waveform of anode source voltage in each half-cycle and input signal is equal to zero.

                             GCs

!nput signal

+E

nal

Eo(at,tot)
Output
filter RL Ea

DGate
circuit

/

                       Specified bias
                         voltage

                       Fig. 1. Basic diagram of GCS amplifier.

    If GCS conducts during the constant sampling period, the average output voltage is

proportional to the input signal voltage. Suppose that the D.C. anode source voltage and

the sampling period are indicated by E and T, respectively. And provided that D.C.

voltage of Ei is applied as the input signal, the average output voltage E..t during the

sampling period is given by the next equation;

          E-o"t== -i7 Si,-.,, Edt=: -il (i+Ei) ''' ･････････････････････(i)

                                                '                          '
where Ei is the normalized input signal voltage defined as -1 :{;Es{: 1.

    From Eq. (1), it is apparent that this amplifier is able to do the linear amplification of

the input signal.

             3. Principles of generating a triangular waveform

    In general, thyristor amplifier may have a variety of characteristics by employing

various waveforms of the specified bias voltage.

    Suppose that the input signal e.(t) and the specified bias voltage e.(t), of which wave-

forms are exponential, are applied to GCS amplifier as shown in Fig. 2.

          e.(t)=-E..exp [-cttlaT.] ････..･..･･.･･.････..･･.(2)

          eg(t)==Eg'eXP [-Q)tl(VTg] "'''''"'''''''''"''"(3)

where the maximum value and recurring frequency of the input signal and specified

bias voltage are denoted as E., a and Eg, to, respectively. And the time cohstants of

the integral circuits of the fbrmer and the latter are denoted as T. and rg, respectively.

The gate circuit is so designed that it may generate the suficient pulse to turn "on" or

"off" GCS at the instant that the resultant voltage of e,(t) and eg(t) becomes zero. That
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is, GCS is controlled at the instant tp that the next equation is valid in the gate circuit.

          e.(t,)+e.(t,)==O ･･'･"･･'･･'･･'･････'･･'(4)
From Eqs. (2) (3) (4), the control phase angle of GCS, pp, is given as fbllows;

     .. 9p=:(Dtp :(q,),T.ICtT.)'atp+Q)T.'ln(E.IE,) '

            =A8,+op -･-･-･-･･-･-･-･-(5)
where A==(Drg!ar., g,=atp, op=(DTg.ln(Eg/E.)
                                                  tt
From Eq. (5), there is a linear relation between the phase angle to control GCS and that

ofthe,inputsignaL ,

    GCS may be controlled in such way that it keeps "on" state during the leading

portion of the control phase angle and "off" the rest portion in succeeding each cycle of

the specified bias voltage and vice versa owing to the behavior of the gate circuit.

    When the leading part is considered as object, the average output voltage of GCS

amplifier is proportional to 6,. On the other hand, for the trailing portion it is pro-

portional to n-g,. The former and the latter are referred as trailing edge modulation

and leading edge one, respectively.

             1
                                          (a)            E

         ･ O. -o n 2rr `--t
             E

             o

          Es, Eg,

             o

         ' Fig. 2. Principles of triangular waveform generation (a) Triangular

                   output signal (b) Segments of anode voltage (c) Waveforms
                   of input signal and specified bias.

    Thus, le4ding and trailing edge modulations are repeated in each half-period of the

input signal in such manner that the former is performed for the positive going part of

output triangular signal and the latter for the negative going part of it. Consequently,

the average output voltage of GCS ampiifier becomes a triangular waveform shown in

Fig. 2 (a). Of course, a saw-tooth waveform may be obtained with only leading or trailing

edge modulation.

                        4. Analysis of output signal

    As mentioned above, the general aspect of the output voltage across GCS is a train

of pulses of which the shapes are the segments of anode source voltage waveform as shown
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in Fig. 2 (b). The output signal is a function of the periodic variable of the input signal,

at( =e,), apd.tot( =e,) of the specified bias voltage.

    The output vo!tage E,(at, tot) which is expressed as the fo!lowing double Fourier

series may be given;

                       +oe
          Eo(at, tot)= Z C.,,.,･exp [i(oS,+2a2e2)] ････････････････････････(6)
                    ava2=-co

And
          Cai, cr2 == 2E., [ Sgj:" exp [-i(aS,+2a,e,)] d4,d4,

                  +SlaS:,- gxp [-i(a,4,+2o,4,)] d4,d8,]
                                                        -･-･-･-･-･-･-･･-(7)

where E is the amplitude of D.C. anode source voltage.
        . ;, .-
    In Eq. (7), C.,, ., is the Fourier coeMcient which indicates the amplitude of each

frequency component composing the output signal vo!tage. Where, o, is the integer

which gives the order of harmonics of fundamental frequency component of the input

signal and o, is that of the specified bias.

    The first and second terms in Eq. (7) are corresponding to trailing and leading edge

modulation, respectively. Suppose that gp+ and gp- are the control phase angles of

GCS. They may be derived from Eqs. (4) (S) as;

          gp"=A8,+n -･･････････-･-･-･-･(8)
          gi===A(4,-z)+T ･･･････-･･････････････(9)
                                                        '
    By inserting Eqs. (8) (9) into Eq. (7), the values of Fourier coeficients corresponding

to the amplitudes of all components in the output signal are given as fo11ows;

    (1) D.C. Component (a,=O, o,=O)

          Co,o=E12 "'"'"'"'''''''"'"'(10)
    (2) Fundamental Frequency Component ofInput Signal and Its Harmonic Com-

ponents (a, #O, o, =O) .

          Ctri,o=2E.,'i.1,((;..A,-z+Aza+op)'(1-e-'ai")l ････････････.･･.........(11)

    (3) Even-multiple Frequency Components of Anode Source Frequency (a,==

        O, 02 =P O)

          C,,.,=O ･--･･････････-･-･-･(12)
    (4) Cornpound Frequency Components of Even-multiple of Anode Source Fre-

        quency and Fundamental Frequency Component of Input Singal or its Harmonic

        Frequencies (o,=# O, o, a= O)

        (4-1) when o, is odd
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          Ctr,,cr,=2aE,n,.((o,e+-2Sai"A).(e-2ior2Aa+i)- o2, ) ･･････････r･･;,････････(i3)

        (4-E=2) when o, is even

          C.. ., ==O ････････････････････････(14)
    Referring to Eqs. (10)N(14), it is to be noted that the notation of anode source fre-

quency component is equivalent to the frequency component of the specified bias.

    From the above theoretical results, it is apparent that the output signal across the

diode is composed of D.C. component, the fundamental frequency cornponent of input

signal and its harmonics and the components which locate at the distances of integral

multiples of fundamental frequency of the input signal from the position of even-multiples

anode source frequency. But the components of anode source frequency and its har-

monics do not appear.

    Under the conditions as shown in Fig. 2, the fbllowing re!ations are satisfied.

          Es==Eg "''''"'''`'''"'"'"'(15)
          aT.=tuTg "'"'"'"''''"'"'"'(16)
By inserting Eqs. (15) (16) into Eq. (5), the next relations are given;

          A-1, rp-O -･-･-･･････････-･-･(17)
Then the control phase angles of GCS become as fo11ows;

    for a period of traiiing edge modulation

          gi=4, -････-･-･･･････-････(18)
    for a period of leading edge modulation

          9p-=4i-za '""'"'"''''''''''"'(19)
By using these control phase angles, Fourier coeficients given by Eqs. (10)N(14) are

represented as fo11ows.

    (1) D.C. Component (o,==O, o, =O)

          C,,,=E12 ････････････････････････(20)
                                                       ttt -    (2) Fundamental Frequency Component of Input Signal 'and Its Harmomcs

(o, =k O, o, = O) ･ ,
        (2-1) when o, is odd

          C..,=-2E!z2o,2 ････････････････････････(21)
                                                                tt        (2-2) when a, is even

          C.,,,=O ････････････････-･･････(22)
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    (3). I,,y,gn-Ingltiplg,. Frequency Components of Anode Source Frequency (a,==

                               '         o, a,=l= o) '･ - ･
           C,,.,=O ････････････････････････(23)
    (4)., Com. ppupd,Fr,equency Components of Even-multiples of Anode Source Fre-

        quency and Fundamental Frequency Component of Input Signal or Its Harmonic

        Frequencies (a,=PO, o,gt O)

        (4-1) when a, is odd

                    E2           Ccri' cr2==-T" a,.(a,+2a,) ･'"'''"''''"''""'"(24)

        (4-1) when o, is even

          C.,,.,-O ･-･-･-････-････--･(25)
From the above calculated results, the output signal is represented as fbllows;

       ･ .E,(qt. ,cat)IE=;-lt-.Xe,e..,.,.(2imi),xcos {(2o,-i)at} ''

       '' '''' '' ''' +.:2.:., t/S.,il7,'(2o,-i){(2:,-i)+2a2}

                    '
                              xcos {2a,tut+(2o,-1)at} ････････････････････････(26)

    Froin Eq. (26), the output signal of GCS amplifier is composed of D.C. component,

the fundamental frequency component of input signal and its odd-multiple harmonics and

the components which locate at the distances of integral multiples of the input signal

frequency from the position of even-multiples of anode source frequency. The frequency

components 6f anode source and even-multiple harmonics of input signal frequency do

not appear.

    Fig. 3: shoW, s an example of the output spectrum calculated with Eq. (26). In this

figure, the maximum value of the anode source voltage is taken for unity and the ratio

between the anode source angular frequency and the input signal has the relation of

to/a=15513.4. The variation of to/a shifts only the relative positions of frequency

components analyzed above and the amplitude of each component is kept constant unless

the conditions given by Eqs. (15) (16) are disturbed. The marks, × , in Fig. 3 indicate the

experirbental' r'esults measured with a selective level meter, and the results clarify that

above mentioned theory.

    While, the calculated results show that the amplitude of odd-multip!e harmonic

component of the input signal frequency decreases rapidly in inverse proportion to o,2.

Among the components which locate at the distances of integral multiples of the input

frequency from the,position of even-multiples anode source frequency, the component

of C-(2.,-i), ., takes the maximum value if a2 is fixed. And the energy of undesirable

frequency components in the region of a,<-(2a,-1) decreases uniformly according

to the inerease･of o,. Consequently, D.C. component and required components for com-
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 triangular output signal may be easily separated from many other undesirabte

  components by using a proper low pass filter.

          5. Practical circuit for generating a triangular waveform

    The block diagram of the gate circuit is shown in Fig. 4. In this block diagram, a

differential amplifier serves as a comparator. The differential amplifierproduces arec-

tangular pulse whose leading edge is formed at the instant that the resultant voltage of

the exponential input signal and the exponential specified bias voltage is equal to zero.

As the result of applying the rectangular pulse to the differentiator, two differential wave-

                      Differen-           Specified bias                                        Phase inverter                               Differen-                        tial            voltage                                tlator                       amplifier                                           Amplifier Amplifier
           Input signal ' circuit circuit

                             Bi-stab!e to GCS                                multi- Logic cirucit
                                vibrator

                       Fig. 4. Block diagram of gate circuit.

forms may be obtained, one of them is normal and the other ls inversed. These signals

are applied to the logic circuit which consists of four stages of AND circuit. On the

other hand, the logic circuit is so designed that it may generate the controlling pul.se with

the suitable polarities for leading edge modulation or trailing edge one according to the

state of the bi-stable multivibrator which is syncronized with the input signal.

    This means that the operation of GCS amplifier is repeated leading edge modulation

and trailing edge one in each halficycle of the input signal.
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            6. Estimation of a triangular output signal and design

                             basis of output filter

    By referring to the calculated results, this section presents the theoretical estimation

of the triangular output signal together with the consideration of the design criterion of

the output filter.

    In general, the linearity and ripple are considered as a major problem in estimating

a triangular waveform. Therefbre, these subjects will be considered in this paper.

    This device has a low pass filter to average the output pulse train owing to the switching

operation of GCS amplifier. It is considered that the higher order harmonics which are

the required components to compose the triangular signal of the input signal frequency

may be removed by the output filter in eliminating the undesirable components, and this

gives a bad influence to the linearity of triangular output signal. From Eq. (26), the

amplitude of triangular output signal is given by

          Edi == ' 4.E2 ' .]IcoI],=, (2.,1. 1)2 × COS {(2ai - 1) at} '" ""'''" ''""'"'"(27)

By inserting at=O, at=n into Eq. (27), it is clarified that the phase angles of the com-

ponents composing the triangular output signal are all in phase, and Eq. (27) is represented

as

          Eut= IF ;E2 't?l.]i (2.,1-1)2 ' '"'"'"''''""'"'"'(28)

where it takes plus sign when at=z, and minus sign when at==O.

The peak value of the triangular output signal voltage is represented by E. in Eq. (28).

    Supposing that the harmonics having higher order than o,=l+1 are removed by the

output filter, the next equation indicates a maximum deviation of the output signal to an

ideal triangular waveform.

          EM=T 4TE2 'a,#i.i (2.,lml)2 "''""'"''"'"'""'(29)

                          '
Then, we define the next equation to express the ratio of the maximum deviation.

          EEM. ×ioo=fft;"" (2ail-i)2 ×ioo=K<%) ････････････････････････(3o)

                     al==1 (2ol-1)2 .
    The variation of K according to l is shown in Fig. 5. From this figure, it is apparent

that the ratio of the maximum deviation to ideal triangular waveform is to be less than

3%, we must design to be in the pass band of the output filter up to 13th order harmonic

component, and to be less than 1%, up to 41th order harmonic component.

    In the next place, it may be considered that the influence of the undesirable com-
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ponents to the triangular output signal. These undesirable components, which locate

at the distances of integral multiples of the input signal frequency from the position of

even-multiples of anode source frequency may be attenuated by the output filter.

15'

1S
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o
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o

                          1 Z 5 10' 20 SO ･100
                                                '--T-

                           Fig. 5. Variation oS K fbr l.

    For the practical criterion, each amplitude of these undesirable components is to be

below -50dB as compared with the total value of the amplitudes of components com-

posing the triangular output signal. This is derived from the point of view of the smo-

othness of a triangular waveform. In other words, a certain frequency component does

not give a particular bad infiuence to the triangular output waveform even if there is a

negligible ripple.

    Now, we assort the distribution of the undesirable frequency components as shown in

Fig. 3, @ components in the pass band of the output filter (5) components in the frequency

region of tu.12TNtuln (cls) @ components higher than tolz (c!s). The notation of tu.

is acutoff frequency of the output filter. ,
    For the components of @, it is considered that these components give a bad influencq

to the triangular output signal without being attenuated by the output filter. Of course,

many components of C.,,i, C.,,2''' distributed in the pass band of the output filter,

however, it is apparent from the calculated results that C.i,, are most powerfu1 of all.

Therefbre, only the components of C.,, i are treated here.

    By inserting a,==1 into the third term of Eq. (26), the amplitude of each component

                .4E 1          Etr" '= z2 ' (2o,-1).{(2o,-1)+2} '"'"'"'""''"'"'''(31)

In order to keep each amplitude be!ow -50dB compared with the total value of com-

ponents composing the triangular output, the relation, a,<-10, must be satisfied. In

other words, the frequency components higher than 2to-21a must be removed by
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the output filter. The harmonics of the input signal frequency up to 13th order are to be

in the pass band of the output filter if the maximum deviation is to be less than 3% as

mentioned above.

    Consequently, the cutoff frequency of the output filter is given by

          LIto/3n ･-･--･-･-･-･--･(32)
And the upper limit of the input signal frequency under these conditions is given by

          fmax=to/42T '"'""''''"''""''"(33)
Among the undesirable frequency components, the energy of C-,,, component shows

the maximum value of -1.6dB compared with the total energy of each component

composing the triangular output signal. Consequently, the output filter for this device

must be composed under the fo11owing conditions.

    (1) The cutoff firequency satisfies the condition of Eq. (32).

    (2) The attenuation at the point of 2to is more than 48dB, of which the slope is more

than 40dB per octave, and that in the higher than 4cD approaches 40dB.

    In the case that the output filter stipulating the above conditions is employed to this

device, the fo1!owings deal with the influence of the undesirable components to the tri-

angular output signal.

    From the calculated results, it is apparent that each amplitude of these components

decreases according to the increase of its harmonic order, o,. These components will be

treated by the method of involving to the second power. This means that the power

energy is considered of these components, in other words, the estimation is derived from

the factor of power energy of these components for that of components composing the

triangular output signal.

    Suppose that the sum of each square of the components which distribute in the pass

band of the output filter is given as Wb;

          Wb = 16.E4 2' .#..(2.,- 1)21(2.,-3)2 '"''''"'"''''''"''"(34)

If the condition n>1 is satisfied, Eq. (34) is reduced to the next equation.

          wb # 16.E, 2'.#..(2o,1.2)`

              ,. E2.f1 1 l2
               ' z` tn+1 2(n+1)(n+2)J

              = ;; '( 2(.l"ix3.+2)]2 ''''''''''"'''''''""'(3s)

For the upper limit of the input signal frequency, by inserting n=11 into Eq. (35), the

next equation is given;

          Wb,.-E2115400 ････････････････････････(36)
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                                                       t
    Suppose that the sum of each square of the components composing the triangular

output signal Wt, which indicates the power energy of the triangular output signal.

          va}=16.E4 2' t/i,ll.l., (2.,1-1)4= E62 ''''''''''`'''''''`'''"(37)

From Eqs. (36) (37), the ratio of the power energy of components in the frequency region

of @ to that of triangular output signal is calculated as Eq. (38).

          W,,.!W,×100-O.04 (%) ････････････t･･････-･･･(38)
    On the other hand, next Schwartz's inequality is realized in the relation of each

Fourier coeflicient.

          .,,t/il=l-oo1 C.,, ., 2 s: 112z2･[SgS,qP' d4,de,+SitS:,mde,de,]

               -112 ････････････････････････(39)
From Eq. (39),･ the power energy of all the undesirable components except the D.C. com-

ponent and hatmonics of the input signal frequency is given as;

          .X.., } .., Cfi,a2 2-<-; -t-2(l2)" tW.,(2o,i-i)4

               =1 ････････････････････････(4o)
                 6

The power energy of @ does not exceed the value of 116. Applying the output filter of

which the attenuation is 40dB in the higher than 2o, the ratio of this power energy to

that of the triangular output signal is about O.04%.

    For the components of (D, it will be reasonable to consider that the influence of this

power energy is contained with in the treatment of @ components.

    The values of the estimation calculated above are derived from the results that every

amplitude of the undesirable components is to be below -50dB compared with the total

value of that of components composing the triangular output signal.

Fig. 6. Experimental results of triangular
signal generation 3.4 (c/s).

'

Fig. 7. Experimental results of saw-tooth
signal generation 3.4 (c/s).
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    Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the experimental results.

Fig. 6 is for the case that the triangular output signal is obtained, and Fig. 7 is for the

case of the saw-tooth output signal, for which this device operates in the leading edge

modulatidn mode. In these Figures, the upper trace shows the waveform of the output

signal and the lower trace shows the resultant waveform of the expormatiai input signal

and the exponential specified bias. The recurring frequency of the input signal ls 3.4

(c!s) and that of the specified bias is 155 (cls). As the output filter, RC filter having

the characteristics that the cutoff frequency is 18 (c!s) and the slope of the attenuation is

40dB per octave is employed.

                               7. Conclusio'n

                                                      '
    The method of generating a triangular output signal from an exponential input signal

by using GCS amplifier is described. This is a kind of nonlinear wavefbrm conversion by

making use of the logarithmic characteristics between the input signal and the average

value of the output signal.

    The output signal of GCS amplifier is composed of D.C. component, odd-multiples

of the input frequency and many other undesirable frequency components. These

undesirable" components concentrate in the vicinity of each even-multiple harmonics

of anode source frequency according as the input frequency becomes lower. Therefbre,

the lower the input frequency becomes, the smaller the each energy of the undesirable

components in the pass band becomes, and the more satisfactory triangular output

signal is obtained.

    Since the exponential input signal is emp!oyed to the device, the output signal can

be generated in the lower frequency region than the most usual signal generator at present.

    The theoretical frequency region ef the signals generated by of this device is ON

o/42T (cls).

    And then, it is possible fbr this device to generate a sinusoidal wave by app]ying a

sinusoidal anode source voltage instead of a rectangular one.
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